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By Marko Kloos
A few years ago, I made the decision to switch

exclusively to revolvers. Almost instantly, I picked
up new range habits: my ammo boxes lasted
longer, my groups got tighter, and shooting was an
even more relaxing activity than it had been
before, I also started saving my brass – not
because I had a reloading setup at home, but
because it was easy to do with a revolver, and like
many shooters, I had always meant to get serious
and start reloading soon. Every time I passed the
selection of reloading supplies at my local gun
store, I told myself that I really needed to look into
getting my own reloading press.

Fast forward through a year of regular revolver
shooting, a hundred rounds or more a week with
every piece of expended
brass coming back home in
the range bag, and I had sev-
eral shopping bags full of
brass in my gun supplies
closet at home. One day I sat
down to count all the once-
fired cases, and realized that
I was sitting on 1500 of them.
It was time to roll up the
sleeves, and get serious about
this reloading thing, if only to
free up a few cubic feet of
closet space.

A few weeks later, a pack-
age from Dillon Precision
arrived, containing a Square
Deal B set up with .38 Special
dies, a starter pack of acces-
sories, and a hefty reloading
manual. It was a little ammu-
nition factory in a box – just
add consumables. I went to
the gun store and picked up
500 bullets, a pound of pow-
der, and a few hundred primers, and I was ready to
dive into the unknown world of reloading.

The first thing I did was to crack open the
reloading handbook that came in the package. I
had been told by several experienced reloaders to
read that manual cover to cover before even
unboxing the Square Deal B. Ever the cautious
type, and compulsively safety-minded with every-
thing that has to do with guns, I followed their
advice and read all the chapters on the principles
and procedures of reloading, paying particular
attention to the numerous paragraphs featuring
dire warnings that included words like DEATH
and DISMEMBERMENT. Not wanting to be known
at the gun store as “Three-Finger Dude” or
“Stumpy,” I made it a point to learn and internal-
ize the new set of safety rules that are part and
parcel of working with highly flammable and
explosive substances.

When it was time to finally set up the Square
Deal B and start making ammunition, I had some
more reading to do, this time the setup manual for
the SDB. I am only moderately skilled at mechanical
things, but the instructions were mostly clear, and it
took me about an hour and a half to set up the SDB.
(The manual was a bit fuzzy in one place where it
talks about the connection of the powder reservoir
and the method of adjusting the belling of the case,
but I figured it out without much trouble.) 

Lacking a dedicated workbench, I took advan-
tage of the compact size and portable nature of
the assembled press, and clamped it to an office
desk with the help of two three-inch Pony clamps.
The resulting setup was surprisingly stable and
easily removed for storage, which was a good

thing, because for some
unfathomable reason, my
wife wasn’t too wild about
the idea of making the
Square Deal B a permanent
fixture in our living room.

I then spent a while look-
ing at the press, cycling it
without components, and
watching the different stages
of the process to understand
how the whole thing worked.
A progressive reloading press
is something that looks intimi-
dating if you’ve never seen or
worked with one, but that
quickly makes sense to you
when you can watch it oper-
ate through a few cycles. The
rotating shellplate in the cen-
ter of the press accepts the
empty case with the spent
primer, and each pull of the
lever cycles the case through
a different stage of turning it

into ready-to-fire ammunition once more. The first
station has a carbide sizing die with a depriming
rod, and it removes the spent primer from the case
and simultaneously sizes the brass to factory dimen-
sions. The spent primer falls into a little container
attached to the bottom of the press. The deprimed
and resized case moves to the second station,
which bells the case and drops a pre-set load of
powder into it. The third station is where the bullet
is placed on top of the belled case, and then firmly
seated. The fourth and final station puts a pre-set
amount of crimp on the case mouth, and then the
finished round is ejected into a collection bin.

When I had familiarized myself with the opera-
tion of the press and the function of the different
stations, I finally cracked open my box of plated
bullets and the pound of Bullseye pistol powder,
and proceeded to try and load the first 50 rounds
of my reloading career.
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